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MINUTES OF THE SUMMER 1 TERM MEETING OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

HELD ON THURSDAY 23 May  AT 5PM IN THE BOARDROOM 
 
PRESENT: 
(“A” donates absence)   Mr N A Melton (Chair) 

A Mr N Perry (Vice Chair) 
 Mrs M J Lovell  

     Mr D Stanley  
     Mr J Sale 
     Dr W Pearce      
                Mr C Richards 
     Mrs D Trusler  
    A Mr M Douglas 
     Ms R Jones 
     Mrs S Tryner 
           
 
IN ATTENDANCE    Mrs H Robinson (Clerk to the Governing Body) 
     
      
        
    
1. Apologies for Absence 

N Perry – Child Care 
M Douglas - Holiday 
The Chair accepted the apologies 
 

2. Declaration of Interest 

 None 
 

3. Review of Membership 
No changes since the last meeting. There was a discussion regarding the current structure of the 
governing body. 
 

4. Minutes of Summer 1 Meeting (31 March 2016) 
 Taken as a true record 

 AGREED 

 

 Matters Arising 

 Manor College Attendance – is now part of the Principal’s Report as requested. 

 

5. Minutes of Extra Ordinary Meeting (31 March 2016) 
Taken as a true record.  

AGREED 
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 Matters Arising 

 Post Ofsted Action Plan is an agenda item. There was a discussion regarding the delay of an HMI being 

appointed since the Ofsted Inspection. 

 Parent Forums – The Principal confirmed that the dates for the forums had been arranged. The 

Directors agreed that there should be representation from the governing body. 

Action: Clerk to email dates to Directors for possible attendance. 

 

6. Post Ofsted Action Plan 

The draft action plan had been circulated. It was subject to being updated In line with the preferred 

template used by the proposed Multi Academy Trust. 

The Directors asked if the MAT were in agreement with the action points in the plan. 

The Principal confirmed that subject to the changed template they were in agreement with the contents 

of the plan. 

The Directors asked if OFSTED had been sent the draft action plan. 

The Principal confirmed that once the MAT has approved the layout and content then it would be sent 

to Ofsted. The Action Plan would then be circulated to other stakeholders after Full Board ratification. 

 
7. Principals report  

The Principal outlined the main points of the report. The current roll is 854 and it was highlighted that in 
Year 9 38% of students are Pupil Premium. 
Year 7 is currently 40% pupil premium. The Principal believed that these two year groups are a challenge 
to ensure the gaps between the disadvantaged and other students are acceptable. 
The Directors questioned how the Principal was going to address this. 
The Principal confirmed that the timetable for next year would give the students smaller groups with 
quality teachers assigned to their classes. Additional intervention in Maths was already taking place and 
would be extended. Year 7 was now being taught Maths in the Enigma classrooms. 
A Director questioned how many were due to start Manor College in September 2016. 
The Principal confirmed there had been 45 applications to date. 
A discussion took place regarding Manor College and the impact of the MAT on the Mansfield Learning 
Partnership (MLP). 

 

 Summer 1 Data – The Principal outlined the key performance indicators for Year 11. 
Current Progress 8 score is -0.01 
5 or more A*-C including English and Maths is 53% with EBacc at 35%. 
The predictions now meet the current attainment 
A Director questioned why there was a target of 60% which was too optimistic. There was a 
discussion regarding the setting of targets and that this target was set before the Principal was 
appointed, which had been discussed in previous meetings. The Principal confirmed that based on prior 
attainment the target for this year group is 48% as it was a sig minus cohort. 

 
The Directors noted and were concerned that the Year 11 SEND students were the worst performing 
group even than the Pupil Premium boys. There was a discussion regarding the attitudes to learning of 
disaffected students. 
The Directors questioned whether this was the same scenario with Year 10? 
The Principal confirmed that attitudes were better in Year 10 and also measures had been put in place 
to improve attitudes with Year 10. This included using the student voice. 
The Directors asked if there could be some coaching by older students. 
The Principal confirmed that the Vice Principal responsible for Manor College and the Senate was 
already working on this. 
There was a discussion between the difference between good behaviour and behaviour for learning. 
The Directors asked if there was a plan to ban mobile phones in the classroom. 
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The Principal confirmed that this was a misconception that this was a problem in the classroom. 
However the class non-negotiables which were expectations in the classroom included that mobile 
phones should be switched off and put away during lessons. 
The Directors questioned how they can trust that the data is valid? 
The Principal confirmed that she has requested that the data is externally verified. 
The Directors asked which would be the worst performing subject in the examinations. 
The Principal confirmed that Science would be the worst performing subject. 
There was a discussion regarding the recruitment of Science Teachers. The Principal confirmed that 3 
NQT’s had been appointed to support experienced teachers so next academic year Science will be much 
stronger. 
 
The Principal outlined the key indicators for the current Year 10 
Current attainment for Progress 8 -0.44, predicted 0.18 
Current 5 or more A*- C including English and Maths, predicted 69% 
Current EBacc 33%, predicted 62% 
The Principal confirmed that Year 10 was more optimistic that the current Year 9 
Current attainment for Progress 8 -1.20, predicted 0.05 
Current attainment for 5 or more A*-C including English and Maths 21% predicted 47%. 
The Directors questioned why the 5 or more A*-C including English and Maths had dipped 
significantly. 
The Principal outlined the work that the Director of Maths is doing to bring the current Year 9 students 
up to the expected level of progress and intervention sessions are already in progress.  
 
The Principal outlined the attainment for current Year 8. She highlighted the drama where there was a 
difference between current and expected points of -10.3 because there was coursework to be 
completed.  
The Directors asked why there was less students in Maths than in English 
The Principal confirmed that this was due to some students being on pivot tables. 
 
The Principal outlined the main points of the year 7 current attainment. She explained that the 
celebratory performance had been cancelled and an additional Rich Task had been put in its place. This 
was to enable more literacy and numeracy work. 
 
The Principal outlined the performance of the Manor College students 
Total APS – 699.1 (A level APS 729.6 
APS per entry 202.3 
She explained that although these figures are comparative with last year there will a smaller percentage 
of high grades  
The Directors questioned why there would be less high grades 
The Principal confirmed the grades from the GCSE grades had been lower therefore the students had to 
make a considerable amount of progress to achieve higher grades. 
 
The Principal outlined the pupil premium gap for 5 or more A*-C including English and Maths had 
increased by 2% to 23%. 
The Directors questioned why the gap had increased and not reduced. 
The Principal explained that there was some legacy poor teaching plus the pupil premium students 
responded slower to intensive intervention. Parental support and engagement was an issue. 
 

 Attendance at 95% is close to national average. Absence levels for disadvantage students is higher. Pupil 
Premium is 7.1% although SEND students are less than national at 4.7%. 
The Directors asked if there was any information on Primary Pupil Premium attendance. 
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The Principal confirmed there was a family Attendance Officer within the family of feeder schools who 
will be reporting on Pupil premium attendance to them. She is also working with the Academy Student 
Welfare Officer to target families who impact on both the Academy and Primary Schools.  
 

 Behaviour and Exclusions – The Principal confirmed the fixed exclusion rate of 6.47% is slightly below 
average. The main reasons were for verbal abuse and disruptive and threatening behaviour by boys. 
The Directors asked if there a specific reason for this trend. 
The Principal explained the events which had taken place post Ofsted inspection which had contributed 
to the number of incidences. 
 

7. Feedback from Working Parties  

 Business Planning and Resource Group 19 May 2016 
The draft minutes were tabled. 
The Chair advised that the Budget for 2016/17 had been approved by the working party and was 
brought to the Board for ratification. 
There was a discussion regarding the implications of the top slicing of funding and the proposal by the 
MAT 
The Budget was agreed unanimously  

 
 
8. Training 

Local authority training programme had been circulated. 
Action: Directors to inform Clerk of any training they were booking on. 
 

9. Correspondence/Information 

 Clerkwise Summer Bulletin for information 
 
 
10. Determination of Confidentiality 

None 

11. Dates for next Meetings 
TBA 

 


